At Inmatic we specialise in mass customisation software

The automated manufacturing of customised products can be much more than just individual configurations. Our software is about complex products manufactured to individual needs.

Mass customisation requires sophisticated software to make the specification of complex products straightforward and easy. Software that can generate quotes from specifications, automate order processing, plan production, optimise, generate machines data, and control the whole production process.

We provide a unique set of software tools to automate and optimise all processes of manufacturers. We offer careful analysis and design of all administrative and production processes.

At Inmatic we developed an agile strategy for the implementation of mass customisation projects that incorporates all the necessary steps in every iteration. This makes adaption to a changing environment easy. Thanks to HTML5 we can now develop specification tools for very complex products that run in a web browser. Thus mass customisation applications move to the cloud - and because they run in a browser they run on every machine.

Our traditional customers, joineries and glaziers, can mass customise for a long time, giving us more than 20 years' experience in the field. New ICT technologies like the internet of things, and new manufacturing technologies like additive manufacturing now make mass customisation possible for many more industries.

If you know manufacturers with a vision, people that try to understand the impact of new technologies in their industry, that want to be leaders in their field, please tell them about us – because we want to change the way the world is manufacturing. Visit www.inmatic.com to learn more